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ugly duckling presse laura solomon the hermit - laura solomon is the author of bivouac (slope editions,
2002) and blue and red things (udp, 2007). other publications include a chapbook, letters by which sisters will
know brothers from songs for the little curtain of flesh on the bed of ... - laura solomon is the author of
bivouac (slope editions, 2002). more of her work may be more of her work may be found online at gutcult ,
slope and octopus magazine and in the current issues of gulf coast ugly duckling presse laura solomon
the hermit - laura solomon was born in 1976 in birmingham, alabama and spent her childhood in various
small towns throughout the state. her books include bivouac (slope editions, 2002) and blue and red things
(ugly duckling presse, 2007). other publications include a chapbook, letters
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